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In compiling this paper I originally set out to determine 
whether a husband in custody proceedings as subject to 
inherent bias by the Courts in making their findings. By 
"inherent-bias" it is meant the kind of allegation made by The 
Divorce La Reform Association, (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Associ. ation"), that a mother• s right to custody of child 
incustody proceedings is really a foregone conclusion, th t 
must be rebutted by the husband adducing evidence. However, 
it became obvious from reading pamphlets published by the 
Association, ot organisations, and interviewing parties who 
claimed to have been unfairly treated by the judicial process, 
are 
that collateral to the custody issue,/t~e maintenance issue, 
access rights, and~ wyers fees. Hence this paper is not confi ed 
erely to custody issues. 
One fact that should be noted is that in the family lal 
field, because each case ends upon its own facts, it is 
impossible to make generalisations to cover every contingency 
and my conclusions should be read subject to this premise. 
Introduction - the Welfare of the Child 
In ew Zeeland the Court is instructed that it shall regard 
the welfare of the child as the first arrl paramount consideration 
in any proceedi1gs relating to guardianship or custody. (l) 
(1) Section 23 (1) G ard1anship Act 196 

• 
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ut rho is to say what is in the child's beat interest? 
The co cept will change in any case with different competing 
oral values and community attitudes. "Even fifty years ago 
t e courts tended to give more weight to material, moral and 
religious considerations and less to the child's mental d 
emotional well being than they would today."( 2 ) An obvious 
example of a drastic chang is tbe Courts' attitude towards 
a mother to have custody, or even access, if she has committed 
adultery. Sir Cresswell ' said in 1862, "It will probably have 
a salutary effect on the interests of public morality, that 
it should be known that a oman, ·.r found guilty of adultery 
will forfeit, as far as the Court is concerned, all right to 
the custody or access to her children". <3 > By 1910 this 
attitude was modified to make it poss ble to give a mother 
custody in such circumstances(l~), but they remained reluctant 
to do so, and often are today. (See E v] LT0 ?.J7 NZLR 563 for 
example) • 
This raises the question of how do you determine what 
is in the child's best interests, and can the law derive any 
help from other disciplines? Various socialogists and psy-
chologists would argue that the Courts could learn from their 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Bromley Family Law Butterworth, London 3rd Ed, 1966 P. 326 
Seddon v Seddon (1862) 2SW and Tr. 640 
Stark v Stark-ZT91.Q7 P. 190 
• 
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di_cciplines, tnough the Courts tend to frown on this suggestion, 
bocau e they consider the expert witnesses rnay usurp the 
Courts' fu ction.(5) 
The Proceedin5s 
To determine 11hat is in t e child's best interests, the 
Court must obviously conduct an inquiry. 
"'l1he aim ar..d purpose of the judicial inquiry is 
the benefit of the infant, and for such purpose 
to make a decision about its immediate future 
upbringing or control. For such purpose also the 
infant is i relat;on to the Court ·n a special 
position distinct from that of other parties - for 
he or she is a ward of Court, a •child in law' of 
the Court ex.rcising the ancient and parental 
juristriction ••• The juriRtriction is not only 
ancient but it is surely also very special, and 
being very special nust be applied and qualified 
accordingly. The judge must in exercising this 
juristrictio act judi_cially, but the means whereby 
he reaches his conclusion must not be more important 
than the end. The :procedure and ,1les • • • should 
serve and not thwart the purpose." (6) 
This inquiry presupposes the existence of a lli inter 
parties. Yet if one examines the Act in detail it is clear 
that custody proceedings are not to be regarded as a lli• 
First, the welfare of the child is to be regarded as the first 
and paramount consideration and counsel may be appointed to 
represent the child and assist the Court in the proceedings.(?) 
Secondly, the Court is told to regard "the conduct of any 
parent to the extent only that such conduct is relevant to 
(?a) 
the welfare of the child." Thirdly, the Court is able to 
(5) See Cases diccu~sed later 
(6) Per Evershcd L.J. In Re K f.T962,7 AC 201 at 218,219 
(?) Section 30 
(?a) Section 23(1) 
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regard the wishes of a child in custody proceedings to such 
an extent as it thinks fit. (B) What the parties to custody 
proceedings and the Associ tion fai l to realise, is tat 
"there is no~ between the parties. The plaintiffs are 
not asserting any rights, they are committing their child 
to the protection of the Court and asking the Court to make 
such an order as it thinks is for its benefit. 11 <9 ) 
Despite the fact the proceedings are not to be regarded 
as a lis, because evid~nce is usually introduced into the -
proceedings from ~he husband and wife, the practical effect 
of the proceed.i gs is that they are turned into a contest bet ecn 
the husband and 'life as to who n.11 get custody. The Court is 
freo, it is true, to obtain the help of outside experts,(lO) 
and free to accept ev t dence, 11 t at it thinks fit whether it 
is otherwise a.dm ·_ssible in a Court of.' law or not". ( 11 ) It may 
also 1ave regard to roports made by a c ild welfare officer 
in the proceedings,Cl 2 ) ~ practice common in New Zealand. 
The parties may introduce exper evidence in order to 
explain or interpret evidence involving specialist learnin ·• 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
( 11 ) 
( 12) 
Section 23(2) 
Per Cross~· In Re B LT962J 3WLR 253. 257 
See Finlay "First11 or 11Paramoun t". The ·· n teI e s t s of the 
hild i n :i.atri 1onial Procec intSij" 42 A J 96 
Section 28 See Also! v ! L 96.§1 1 WLR 1310 (CA) 
Sectio 29 
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But it does not always occur to them to do so, and often in 
the majori.ty of cases at first instance, it may not appear 
necessary, or appropriate, to either the parties or the Court 
that expert evidence should be obtained. In such a situation 
it has been suggested that there is a danger of injustice being 
done, because the Courts perception of agiven situation may 
be out of keeping with the accepted modern scie1tific 
knowledge<
13 ~ In a case when no expert evidence is introduced 
the Court more often than not uses aphorisms to decide the 
issues as substitutes.(l4) 
The part en to the proceedings may have tendered evidence 
on matters contained in a child welfare officer's report, 
but a fact th" t has cor1e into crittcism by the Association 
is that the Court may order that c.. 1•eport may not be shown to 
one or both parties in any proceedings. <15) This provision as 
a breach of the audi altera.m partem rule has a no been the 
subject of litigation overseas rlG) as well as to the extent 
that a Court may accept evidence that would be strictly 
inadmissible in nox·mal proceedings relating to custody( l ?) • 
With regard to reception of ·nadmissible evidence such 
as hearsay, it is doubtful if a par~y ould be unfairly 
prejudiced by such evidence since a "judge in chamber"' io, 
of course, quite capable of Giving hearsay no more than ito 
( 13) 
( 14) 
(15) 
( 16) 
Goldstein (1969) Psvcho-anclrsis & Juris 
Analytic Study of · e 1~ o c, 9. so' he Paramount 
Interest of tJ:-e Child in Law Psyc 1iatry. Finlay · Gol 
(1971) ALJ 45 2 
A horis,s • discussed later 
Sectio 29( .3 ) 
See Reeves v Reeves lT96l1 VR 481 and Official Solicitor 
v. !(a~ infant) 1965 AC 201 
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proper weight"(l 8) The practical benefits of such evide ce 
easily outweigh the possible detrime.a ts. It responsible person 
who has seen the child in his ho,.:'J cn'!.i l"Oment, who has noticed 
the quality of the!' 1ationshi betwee each parent and the 
child, who has obocrved the response of the child to each 
parent or to cne ru-ent over a l)eriod, or who has been ble 
to form an impr,nsio f the parties ·nvolved, should he 
perfectly free to comment on such :me.ttsrs and to express a 
frank opinion on the" • u ( 19) 
The Assoc1atio, has conte,·ed tat auch evidence is often 
likely to be '':nru •1facturered". Also the Association con tands 
that before c' .i.ldren are interviewed by the judge, they 
usually lave bee! "sc}oolod 0 by the mother before, since ahe 
usually 'as cust dy. It :·.s res ectf·1lly submitted that nc ·. ther 
of the objcct:.o 4s -ro o:t . y s:i ,, ifir:n 1ce. First, t, e reliance 
is only ,1ade o a "responsible perso1n such as a clergyman, (2o) 
the family doctor,< 21 ) or a registered urse.< 22 ) Secondly, as 
the 11manuf.,c;turcrecl11 or "schooled" vidence is not the only 
evidence introdu.;e< tnto the proceedings, and it is consldored 
with all other !)Vido ce, it usually becomes obvious to tle judge 
when a child l:.'.ls been schooled or evidence manufacturerc • EG In 
R v R (22a) a neighbour's evidence of the wife's respectability was 
accepted by D'Arcy J together with the other evidence. 
( 17) For a deLa..l.lcd re, i flW of those 1•ovisi0ns see nl y 
''N..., turul Juct:..cc ·Ln Ctwtody Procecdj_ngs" /_1 97Q7 AGL 9 h Sect28 
( 18 ) Per cevlt LJ in R .'. ,S1rnra 2 t ~~f.i.2. 
(19) Inglis 11 .eam· ly~'ta•:11 2 !1d .i.:.d V')l 2 at Pg 517. 
(20) W v W /TJ687 1WLTI 1310 (CA) 
(21) ~e c-(!) /J962J 2QB 44S 
(22) Daines ~ Dalnes 1 •11itc Ju reported 23 June 1972 (M101/?2) 
(22a) L196~J WAR 177 (discussed later) 
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In recent years th Divorce Lai efor Association has 
suggested inter alia in oan of its p phlcts ~nd publicatio s, 
that a mother's right to custody of a ~h~ld 1n custody proceed-must 
.ingEy' be rebutod. h;, t lte husb·.nd '.ddtl!.:_. ! e evidence. Also from 
the pamphlets one go~c t h e i ~re.:;s·on ~1at the burden of proof 
is very hig 1, some eh." ng ald to ti1a i: 1 a criminal trial 
"beyo d reasona le douot", rather tha o.a the "balance of 
probability". To quote from one of Lle Association's )Ublications: 
"The mot er, in alr:10.s"t every C:lse • .:.11 have the custody u.i' the 
children and 'fl -_ le granted per.ia. e n t maintena ce by her 
husband 'so lo g E t ~e.1 b,:>t. .sh.:.11 11 vc'. The Court may grant 
the ousted fath 1· (or mother) acc'"'se, to the children expecting 
that both r,aro • .;s vrll a.:·; this m~t ·.er as responsible 
"We ha!fo case on ou:,:- f Ll -ls w'10.r"1 ~ 1 ·;.) pl'ivile e ia denied 
to the lonely I other p.:u-e . ·t' zuc~1 ,:,s fol lo s: He wil arrange 
to vi~it the c ilar~, ~tan agresd ti~c. He arrives. 
11 Answer . i l • Ho ib told 'Oh the children have just gone 
out. They wil b~ ~ ~~ directl·' (but they don't come back . 
Secretly t hey hav e 'Je n told not to) ••• 
"An£. er o ;, 'T~1cy 1 ust iave go e to the baa eh, go a ~a· 
look for them if you like.' (In other mrds 'Get out of y 
sight') It ••• 
'2.10 · ot a ·a.so hi st~l'J .a.·.L -.,:. t t or • ubl · Cl: t ·on : 
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ttTwo mi ute Domestic Storv for Tra 
"Alimony: A 'lfagistrate found th'"t t1e primary re son 
for my ma.rria ·o not bcinG a happy one was "the nfe 's 
withdra al and rejection of er nusband". I co vi ced 
him that no [;roa.."'l.ao JYis·cec. to ;justify a Separation 
Order against me. 1\ify wife 1 ad d erted ne t11ree tt os, 
but I ·a.s ordered to ay her .Alimo y at $11 wee :{ly. 
By co ·'·f:.:.nporary public viewpoin~s sho had no reaso able 
cause to li vo et.part f 1 ''J • ~- o, so our alimony payments 
see. u1wthical and inmoral. '!'hes could continue for 
life. 
Custody: After divorce u,; ox-w·lfe was known to have a 
det~~rI i·ating r:ie"ltal or emotional problem since 1956. 
this had already 1rn.r11etl our c.11....,_ldren, so that -chey' d 
been in int-· tutions. When her doctor certifj_ed her 
as mentally tu fit for e: plo:,..:-ent , custody of our children 
wa~ given to y ex-"ife, to raise them in abnormal 
circumstance~ wit: t help of a loose committee. At 
the t.i:11.e, I was remarried and e,1,joy·i.YJg a appy family-
life with a ea o.blc ne: wife and ado'>?ted children. 
Access: The Court!c, lu rt, repeu :edl.J order9d that 'y 
fi!'nt fa. , ·.J..l y · ave c 1001 holidays Ji th us - but refuse 
to onfor~e the A cass O ·ors. ~ gu~dance to t he 
aturi ~ ·' o.: ny so and Jaughl,er · s enied to them, and 
I am ro .:i 1ed of o·:r ?.' ::. ~ ... i.onships. 
General C~la~.n ts: I "Ve bceit de :iartod un truely by the 
Ju sf-~ ce fkparl ·e':':°'f, · hose adn i ntstration i.o poor. 1y 
experiences mal.tc me sevol·ely er; t.ical o:!' somA lawyers 
a. d sor. e 1..r gis trE.tes and unfair co t procedures - even 
a Jud;;e c .:ail to :ceop hi.e:: -._Jrv .ise. Appl ~" tions of 
·lin 1ave been decided or dis1ni sed without a hearin • 
The Legal A:i.d Commit te0 has ho.Ld applic .. ion,;., fo'j_A a 
year. wit 101t g .. anting or declini ,g them. 
Conc1.us·_oa. ow o a salary of •3,500, I run expecte to 
support seven childro 1 and t 1re1:: adults. Li tigat · on 
till :P _i;s 1.,trai s on my second arriage, and all i e 
of us - 5 years after the marriage ended. " •••••• 
The Association cites the Justice De ,rtrne t report for 
the year end· :ric t!:e ,31 J!c;.1.rG!1 1971 as s 1owi g an in1.;reuse of 
50 pee ce t in divcrce proceed..:;., G ., ·md t at the Govcrnr.i.ent 
Statistician• s fig tr0c s ,.0·1 tnat one marriage in eight no , 
ends in divorce. The Association's pamphlet continues to 
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state t at 11 t':?.is ala1~ming state f e.:':f · ;:-,s iu a direct result 
of our legislation ·r ich fa. ronrs ove ·· rr ponsi ble and 
dcfe.ult.:i.ng wi7es. rr e btas i t e l g:Lsl t on pen""li ea 
a 1 innocent l 1.'!.sba 1 d b r romovin the i ld" n fro. his custody 
anc control, yet 1. sually orders him to .1w.i ita.::i_n the guilty 
spouse as well as the children heh'"' lost. " Speaking on 
custody of cb..; ldren the same mblj_ca tlor, r:on tinueo, "in theory, 
the le islation provj_dcs for both :!:irtr nts to t-i.a e equal r'ghts 
to cu;-tod~, of c _il· re. a d in fac c a father , i ,..respective of 
his co ta. et, is considered by la I/ -co 0 . t G naturc.l custodian. 
In practice h:111ever, it j_s virtually j_n ponf;:lbJ.e :t)r a father 
to retain their custody, unless a. other s tota.Lly unfit to 
have th.e:i_!' C9.!.'e, custody and o:iti"' l. 'l btas J.. the 
judi~ ary and nagistr tes 11 fa101r o_ tie I O,tlJr ir ospective 
of he"' g .::ieral co dust ·.o a. well k o~ anorna.l:r for qh.ich 
reme ial l gis1ation is urge tly ~p,0.u.i."•ed ••• t: 
"The present ex:;essivc award of '1£lint~nan(;~ for children 
ar .. completely out of proportion to t E:l needs 01' t e ci1ildren 
or the i come of tne father, and must e abolist1e 
replaced :i.ch a fixed scale of mai tena ce relevant; to the 
a ,e and eeds of the child wit tte financial burden ro.11 ·. g 
on both parents." 
irhe s ... oci.:t ti o Ed so claj_ 1EJ -;;, t "acces orders r tod 
to fathers are · · terfer 0 d •Ii th a!ld flouted by vengeful o en, 
sec 1re in the 1• owlP.d e that repeated a plica tions to Courts 
to ance ordors for access e forced re beyond the me ns of 
most fathers. 11 The discret.io of tho jndiciary also comes 
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under he tVY riti. isr.. Anot'rnr r "'P , let states : "Discretionary 
powers used by thn ~u<l.iciar:,i a1 m g:i.strates are far in excess 
of those envis.:?.,?;od ~r ti1e lcgislal:orc . Generally speak..i.ng, 
this power is exerc l.sv lr1 f.:..vuu.r of eve 1 an adulterous 
or otherwi.s '-~~·-lr.y or vin icti· c • o .. c. 1. S .o · 11 o tain custody 
im1ocent 
with all .. er cs-:s paiu 'y heir/ .usbanrl, a 1c1 she will ot 
infrequc"'ltly be e.:uD Jed a handso e pronerty settlement as well ." 
"Wl'j_l;::t ~ili.B anomal; · s w0ll known to t 1e legal profession 
no re .1edy has veer. insti tu i,ed o;., e1· the y ears. An order ma.de 
again et a hm,ua 1!3. - fat 'ier , 'Lasecl < a d·· sere ,j_onary pov.rers, 
must he? tce,teil. b, r· 1 ap )eu.l v ..:...eh almost n~ve:r succ ods, a.nd 
this is l~yr,nd t1c me~ns of an .:i.l.cead1,r imr>oi.rerir;hed husband . " 
.efo!'e e1tRl11 e.ti1 g ;hese r-itlci..s .c , lt ir=: Viorth noting 
that "!-he Jue-'-· c, Dc,,ert1Jent attritutecl t he in create in the 
ct..:...vor·ce re.te to the· l'E-". u.:i.:..c frc.·m t href· year£ to two yeare 
sciparrt.ion ac,, 1.'lcJ_r:· fo r J~~i~io !l n[?; i'oI· divorce . Also .Lt 
i.s doubtfu.: _-f l\Y .-:-c.:::.d;. 1g the C-rt &.r, L ~sh ip et 1968 that t . e 
leginla · ion 1,e ·_ .1 i_[.c::; q s; 1 .::-.s ti!.(: iwco -;i;i tio:r• claims. Rather 
the .r~.:c,c~ . .:i.tio::itc co lLi.!t sLo ld be o ly d' ·ectad at the 
adminlstre. tor ,:, f tr,., 1 ;gi.slc:. l:ion., as :Lt also s. 
Alco fr: ~ ~~sc ~rticles anc ctie~- pt out by the 
Assoc:.ation ~ cer·;ai _ ob1ious foatares should be oted n y 
opinion. In t ry Court proce9dings there · l alw. ys e 
artJ h looses . The party 
that rins t he ea t ~t ~ f Ql- ,e sn tisfieQ in that he ray 
not have achieved ~1 t he procoedi1 0 s aL that he claimed. 
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The par·,~:t who looses · 11 of~e s· y t o can wa. wrongly 
decided in t 10 same vwy that the con · · ctec~ c ai t i a 
his innocence. n n c 1sto ~ 'ispute t e pioco ding r o ten 
begun lith a dcnir, " get men \'ritl t e crty who t pre. t 
has custody of the childr n cl ti.: oba1ly Vias the succe'"' 1 
party in the <li vorco or nep[ rati n p ·o,~eedin s. h chilcPs 
best interests are not eve1 really conoi<ler.ec by the parties. 
Jit these ideas in ind, oner 'St ·e Cc tious in 
judging quic ~· y the aggr i.cvetl part '<1 allecat1.o r; a c thoc-ie 
contain d in t 10 pan phlets of tl c wsor.iat ,:, • 'ho ug vod 
party is qui tc 1 · kclJ" 1.ot to h'lve t a.t <lo not 
recom.11Lend him having custody of ti1~ c 1lldren . It is worth 
noti11g here that the "oc· eta.ry of t'1 e ir1.r.tc.rnrch r nc 1 of 
the Associatio has stated, "T' rc,;rec ·': :u ' that arts of 
many case histories z.r:e ot bee 
workers wt th too r: eh per so "' 
a..">Jd t at too few 
oft eir r.wn h vo 
prevented ou_ subctanti.-::-.tlng t e '_ tcit,::,d facto' ,'3.s thor:i 1 ,'11 
as e intende( a_c still ·:~.nt to ~0 11 • 
'l'he Association itself :ts guilty of not stating the 
substantiated facts . For example, the explanation oft o ,o 
called "increo.r:e into divorce r(;;te" contained ·nth JG ico 
Department report is 1ot mentioned in the Associ ticn 1 t ~t. 
Also t.11e law n.y be reported b.· t e Associatio in sue 
to mislead a reader wi ·h no l~[P.l J- o · ledge hat t 1c la:, · 
fact is ••• n ex ple here is the state ent mentioned on page 
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as follo·m. "~!he bias in t!ie le,./ vl· t · n ponali.ses c:l.. innocent 
husoand Ly ronO'•:i ·1g t •1e cnildren irom his custody and. control, 
yet uou· lly a .. d.cro ln.m ·co 11aintai 1 t1 10 guilty s ,ouso c..z .. 11~ll 
as the 1::h.Lldren '10 has los-c ! " Anoth01· incorrect ;3tat(.;raent will 
be found on pa~ j of tno AesJ iatio1' nlleti. of Jpr-'.1 1972 . 
0 PerSO!''G ch:l:;:\;c-. Yr:.t murder r r:.bbcr.r r-iro .ot .L'E"qnirod to pay 
co tr; o:!: the proeec -cion. But v. man i vob.rea in a di.vorce ceno 
is comE>r. l lr,d i:: J;.2~, t} n co...,ts of b th crLdcs, whether he :· o 
pet i.. ti 11or or r D}Oitde t, ~he1;},. 
ap lie:-:.: fiYen ~ •.. le op >O!lm. t . .w..~, retained m:penai vo cou 1sel 
o .: ere, D'1d in ~ubJicP·ions, it 
t :cir v.i. ,rmril.t. r.1 j_,, o: :i.t~;ei ~' sun·c;e. ts a.18.J th ir 
:pr·eS(' tat. 0. (,f t ... O n''Cl,£: m,:...,,' tJE: pre 0 "..!. • Cc-.lly _presented. 
Ao nc 1 ~ _o·rn . a )0\'"! 1 the ssoci.., ,to cont.'i tH' that t e 
mother 1 n rig' t to custody ·j .,, _ _, a fore ,o e 
unfcrtun~tuly no ~cc rete ea s of c 
T1ere is 
r of 
otrnr n e 
Zealand. a.nd ::.t is therefo e 1,"=1ry if ... icult to come to a 
correct asses&uont of the proportion of cases decided in a 
.. 13 
New Z,eala 1 Lmv 11e ..,ortc. Gi· c., 1 .3' ·,rl 1 l sho et stody c,ispu-::es 
di ..... ided 4..n t c ,,i :e'.::; fa ,:au:!.' 
does not of 'itself ·u.)r;e:it .• u::;b~ , G iavo been unfa:LrL.r 
ca60S '.'; ouJ_r , ,~o ...... tlrni" a.~c ao do .s:l0r1. t'm.t onA ,ould 
di >ag .. "ec flit' · ~,1. :,;."'o n.rc a fnu whi · 1 could av-e b13 n 
dee d _ · ,j_ .: er ·r. 
sa,ne ra ':.to '_r : e 1.0 ·.:hen'' s fa,; u .. , t!10tt -
ra.tio l } ., C ·'· .r'E' f·~- ~ l" ~ 1w 1 2:5 a U,:,Ot t"l . -, . erou" 
u .1:r. p: ... :ed ... ;;1,~ '.)TI ' r ,, ... <"' ·~'a:, ~tyc ~- si.111ply ... I, 
~o, ;.:.derc.i.:. .ons i.nto :a"C':JUf't , the child's best 
'y the notb ~cst1cn tn~t most custody 
m • rec'y;r. · t·· ,.. .,t t oc ~ ,u _;:o· ";? case ·1101 ld be <loc:Lded 
by a ~::,,·1 1 n - -o :;~ Hl:1.. ·rr;: .• ·i G also h n out by 1r ~rust tee 
iU~1t. '~6 :_ 
its . at 1..t· 
Wit regc r: to the commc1 :::or.Go D.lJ ~ro.:~c..h, tl e Absoci .tion 
contend a t.ha ,., ecaPsolfthe povmrc co·,fc:~recl u~,on t1c:1ch individual 
,:iudge · re .. o ·ride, :Lt v·ould no·.: 0 r;:~sc '.;o n ~1·1wt tl1em even 
to a J.:.vinc; sa:'..nt, . UDt lcs,.:; to the ,>0 er r.c 01d:..11ary men of 
v·rious etan Erds o" p1blic bo.Qviour , rrivatc mor~lity , 
personal i· tec2<t,,., ne1se of J st.;.cc , -~ot.:.onal 1-eotraiuc c.nd 
:psyc o, og c,~.l balance 'iho :.avt: bean o.pnoi.::.tcc: t Supreme Court 
Each of the.so judge.s has oeen c.:rp,:,y:orcc t:. im:p::,s~ hie- own 
(2'+) per so o.1 w. im :-i11 ~i e i. di vidual li -~:· 'T r 1 t. 11 In di.:>missing 
tat.,;k o:f a ju J:lcat~; __ i .:.n t .1is i · clc' . ':l."1c judl!e Gcause of his 
tr" :. i·1:, 1.. , ·.1-:.; sr.1 .1rl. t cod• is tho o il;,r per:::on qualified to 
evaluate a C: ma.Le cuch a do tormi 'Le< t'i 1 . 'ie .Association .vhile 
c::::-i tic~ r;:.ng Lie jucl ~ciary · ll. ~hi.J field doos o t offer any 
suc;ge.stions as to an al terna 1..i ve to dcalin 'Ii th t 1c pr -~ ble • 
It onlt so ,s .i,iw soll' Lion a..., one of rehabila. t · ng t Co rt by 
... ned area anr in par ,J.cular , 
(23) I 1 'e F /_"f9t;~7 2 ,..h 23 et 21.l - 21+2 
(2L~)Divorc~ U:J.(! Re .orm, ilit.:toria, Australia. "Su missions to 
Standing ': rnnittet:i of Divorce Reform Enquiry" Page 5, 
( 12 May, 1 9 7 2). 
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done it iu con.to~ tlJ .1/ 'LL 1.f,DCh .. .i. t:..on th "it \/Ol i.u. transfo1" 
th ·. atl'iDori.i, ·, c·· uoo..; Ac i., 1ror. au instrU,i,ent of ma· str£tined 
., 
C..J. 
qu 1 tit · c.lepC Lh.1clL " ·pvrt tuE; proven fv.cts . It '0 L.. _._::;1· vent 
l, 10 la·. · n any .l.Lr cb. ~n t ia · 1-1:..s .rh · 
lctl hi;. • 
-:c t.1e -irc:mJ.;:;; €1:? ea 1· sLed a. l'i n _ ~ u )On pt:.rso,1a1 Lt L s t s x bias , 
I• 1 r: •, sJ. •"J-es.'' (2;) or 111.s . 1. .:'"'...; .,._ .... , 
It is c1 cEr t &t t1e Associations view her. is _ros ly 
~ J •. ;t Tc :::J. ·. u. tJ. , dlf for.. :,. ,, -. terlal, c..r& and rr, l:..t_,j.ous 
•f : .. : .• .,, i_ ., h €· '3&1 .. <.:: va i.: h J cv:1.;e..t-'t 01 vhat l => n 
i.1i;,.t,~s~ .. 0.,3 ~ .ti-!'l ged ovtJc tne y~er<·. (t .. b) 
, ' 1,.h-"'Y' c · s to W 1U t is .t a c~1.U.d' s 
(:C 'l"' • .1 :iffu.1.·-..nt ·.;.l ''.h i :> ob ious 
if 01')...., • • 1 tr::- cases of D _, 
( :,r>) 
\ ~H l '17 - ' • _ L,T;; 117 m ·.,R 5 5 -n d "h f, c t.s ~n wh:ic h 
(25) 
( ::>6) 
(27) 
( . f ! \ c.u' 
.LJ 
Fo_ 
F'1. .lc:;y ,.nc r ld H·1 'C f'<'rcc' ~o ·11t 
and Psy ~ 1ia tr,7" (Supra) • 
c· i ~d i La· a1 Ps·c iatry 
d · cusnion of' t his case r;ee 
I terest oft e C 1 in Law 
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Both these cases involve the decision of custody being 
decided on the commonsense principle of" hat are the 
probabilities of the child being corrupted by moral weakness 
of the parent, or the child being subject to immoral surround-
ings?" This is a comr.aonsense principle or aphorism that has 
developed in the more recent years. In this area of "moral 
conduct" the Australian Courts seem to have a more liberal view 
than that of their ew Zealand counterparts. For example if 
one compares the cases of Thompson v Thompson LT96fil 2 lSVR 
534 and R v D supra, it is doubtful whether the same constituted 
Court of Appeal in R v D would have given custody to the mother~ 
in the Australian cases. 
Rath r the decision 1ould possibly be in the father's favour. 
The same result it is submitted would arise from the facts 
disclosed in D v D, where~, rcy J considered that the ffect 
of "moral conduct" was to be superseeded by the "mother principle". 
On appeal the Full Court of Western Australia saw fit to reverse 
the order made by D'Arcy J, not on the basis involving an error 
of law, but rather on the primary courts assessment of the 
evidence. The basis of tie husband's claim for custody in~ v ~ 
was that the mother had committed adultery on several occasions 
with two co-respondents, one of whom was the brother of her 
husband and still a minor. There ras also evidence of 
perversities between the mother and the co-respondents 
D1Arcy J accepted on the evidence that she was a g ,)o o. mothe..i."' 
but had failed in her duty to her husband in having commi.tted 
repeated adultery with the two co-respondents. But she had 
been the victim of the misfortune of sexual incompatibility 
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with her husband. Hers was not a case of "unrestrained and 
irresponsible promiscuity"~ 296n the contrary, a neighbour's 
evidence of the wife's respectability was accepted by the 
judge. "Iler misconduct with D warrants disawobation according 
to the gBavity with which adultery is regarded in la. But 
in the circumstances. is it proper to disregard this past 
a 
transgression as indicative of/future disregard or moral 
proprietory disqualifying her as a suitable custodian? In 
my view the answer is o."(30) His Honour found "The trans-
gressions complained of ••• were exceptional and ••• out of 
character ..... (3 l)as to both the wife and co-respondent H 
"a morally responsible person°(3Z)and awarded custody of both 
children to the wife. 
The Full Court of Western Australia took a different view 
after considering D'Arcy J's assessment of the evidence. The 
Chief Justice Sir Albert Wolf (Jackson & Neville J concurrin~) 
saw the sexual relationship between the husband and wife as a 
"disagreement" rather than "incompatibility11 <33) and her conduct 
"stamps the wife as of low moral calibre". After considering 
the acts of sexual perversion and the possibility of the 
children coming into the room while the acts ere being 
committed, the Chief Justice draws the conclusion t ha 
(29) At Page 236 
(30) At Page 237 
(31) At Page 239 
(32) At Page 244 
(33) At Page 180 
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"When the wife's moral character is so loose as there is oth-
ing of substance which can be lerelled at the lusband 1 this 
should, have a leaning in hJ.s favour in ajudging the question 
of custody(34? Concluding 1e cane to the conclusion that 
D'Arcy J aid not assess her conduct in its true light. 
"She never tried. to reconcile herself to the marriage; 
her degrading sexual lapses with T the second named co-respondo,t 
and the easy way she fell into adultery with H, her submission 
of the chi.ldren to the corrupting effect of her blatant 
association wtth him, and her a.et of sexual perversion stamps 
her as a won.tan unworthy to have cuatody."(35) 
.ormally aI)a~pellate Court w:i.11 only interfere if an 
error of la has occurred or f the judge of first instance 
made some mistake. The ape::!...J..L~c trib'.lnal only has access to 
a transcript a d "'rho greatest ·1eight should be attached to 
the opinions of tho '!'rial Judge upo ... the question of tho 
character of claimants for custody.n (36) Perhaps this is the 
reason for Sectio. 31(3) of the New Zealand Guardianship Act 
1968 which provides that an appeal other than one involving 
la "shall be by way of rehearing oft e original proceedin .s .
11 
Whilst this provision has t!leri ts, in that there is now o 
room for the complaint that appeals must be decided on t~. 
basis that the trial judge must be s 1011 to have gone :·011g . 
principle(3?), it has been criticised heavily by thr; ~oa.t of 
Appeal <33 ) . 
(34) At Page 180 (35) At page 181 
(36) per Latham LJ in Lovell v Lovell (1950) 18CLR 513 t 523 
(37) See Inglis 11The Hearing of Matrimonial and Custody Cases" in 
Familli Jr,,aw C-Emtinary E says (1968) 47-49. 
(38) see n epor ed portions of the judgments in R v D. 
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Similar reasoning was adopted by Haslam Jin B v ~ supra 
at first instance. There custody of two girls was given to 
the father, not because the mother was unsuitable to have 
custody, but because her association with D, the co-repondent, 
would lead to the girls being brought up with liberal moral 
values; not in the best interests of the children. The Court 
of Appeal upheld this decision. In the unreported portion of 
its judgement it referred to the undcsireability ~f the girls 
were brought up under the influe ce of D. 
The inconsistencies in findings would also appear to be 
common in Ner Zealand between the 1agistrate•s and Supreme 
Court. Daines v Daines <39 ) provides a good example in this 
instance. 
There the husband and wife agreed to separate after the 
birth of their fourth child, the wife having custody, and the 
husband having access rights. Soon after, the wife formed an 
association with one Mand she began to be out most hours of 
the night often not returning until ?run. The children were 
left in the company of a Mi.ss P during these times ho was living 
in the home. 
After the husband left the home he resided with his 
brother for a short per od before commencing a de facto 
relationship ith a 1iss D. The husband continued to take 
interest in the :relfare of the children, but rel ti,.-,nu 
deteriorated over time and the wife set out to cause :\.G uc;h 
(39) a.reported decision JK Patterson S 18 February 1972 DP 39/71 
Unreported 'hi te J 23 June 1972 1101/72 
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e barrassment to the husb d as possible. M.t- Patterson 
also accepted t1at t e f0 's <iomostic affairs loft 1mch to 
be desired. T'e 1ov.se was generally ,ntidy, clothes ere 
every ·here, dish~s accu.:-nulate. l the o·nk, and beds ere not 
made. Fcod given tote children was belo normal standards. 
The rife also w s ril.se.1t from t 1e home on numerous occa.E'.ions 
because of _er :1-1 tercs-:s ~ n St ,John Arnbulenca, Church fork, 
oodwork and speoc_1 trru.ni11 0 , and sol::> ~arents . 
In June 1971, t_e dfe's healt1 deteroriated and she was 
admitted to hospit 1. Arrangercentn vrere made to look after 
the childr n but these dtd not prove EP-½isfactory, e 'pecially 
with the yonne; bc:hy , P, who was in poor health. The husband 
and 1iss D then took possession of the children iho were 
returned to t ,e "ifc on _er 1 0e.vln ospital, except the baby P. 
P was looked after by iss D who t 1c ·c1.glstrate accepted was 
the best to loo1: a.ft er P. The t i fc an husband began cross 
applications fo~ custody purouant to Section ll{l) of the 
GuardiBnship et 1~08 . 
Patters 1 ~ .,. gr ntAd c~stocy to the mothor of the three 
of 
eldost chil :re heca1. .... e;the effect of ection 18. He said 
"I am satisfie _ ·; 1a.t ,~rhile t e circumotances of these t' l'ee 
children in the custody of the rife are not ideal and a.r ... 
subject to a good deal of rra:1tcd criticism, neverthel1 s, 
the terrris of t he docume t on c1..1.stody should be · mplc,1 :r tcd 
so far as they are concerned at t1e present time." Custody of 
P .as giver to the husband and Miss D because he was in a 
neglected state •1he11 the husband took control. He had recovered 
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from this condition thanks to tiss D and her sister whn was 
a medical practitioner. 
With re ard to the wife's conduct, Patterson S.M. sa-'d 
0 The attitude of the wife as established by the facts is such 
that she is quite prepared to exploit the elfare of the 
children to gain hero 1 selfish ends. This is completely 
contrary to several decided authorities and in particul r the 
views of Dane nverts LJ in S v S and P /_T9§§2 AllER "stated at 
page 4: -
•In all these cases of diwed homes, where 
c?.cccso is "·J.vcn to one 0; ·he pm-ties, it is 
essential that the parents should refrain 
from criticicm o.r c .. 0ther befor the childre. 
If they do not do that, there is bound to be 
an c..c.vcr·:::c c .fJ. cct on trie children hie • it is 
very desirable to avoid.' 
This is a classic case here particularly the wife, has 
el'.!lbarked upon a course of co· duct which has been exemplif·· ed 
since the separation to utilise tho children and any other 
circumstances to cause embarrass cnt nnd difficulty to the 
husband. T1e conduct of the chil David, in writing to his 
father in reply to a orl':lal letter along the lines disclosed 
in the established facts, ('To Dad and ·· ss D living i sin'), 
indicates the extent to whtch the ·re is prepared to go. I a 
not prepared in these circumstances to llow a child or eh· ru~e 
to be subject to this type of conduct ·· f it can be avoided, 
and I am convinced tat it is agai1st their ener 
the long run to live in such an at osphere. 0 
~clfaro :Ln 
The wife appealed ad 
ife because: 
ite J gave custody of P to the 
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"The ~rounds fo... i~ doc:.sioll in ·agra ho ( l ) 
and (2) quoted above have been siovm to r elate 
to a 'Derio 1lich tho a )1) 1lant was ,1er self ill 
and thus cannot be egarded as ev·donce of her 
present or f tu ... ,o cnpac::_ t:r to - ook after th.e chil • 
It is also ovident from the C1ild elfare Officer ' a 
report ar:.d the sub iseions 0:1: ~ou sol up ointed by 
the Magistrate's Court to represent the children 
that the appellant is co1.1s-· dare ea able of caring 
for the baby a"'1.d t.at all the family should be · 11 
her custody. Fnr~~10:-. or , I. ~ ... s in.1.0.rhed that 
no submission was made by Counsel 011 et ther side 
or by Counsel .:'u~ !'cscn tin 0 th clrild1--e 1 tha 1 .. hey 
should be divided . In con stde~ ing t 1e :rolli"lg~rnt 
c· ild it ".'1.:t..G ne .,omr:..\· fo1· th ·. ag:i..strate to have 
regard to the mother pr:Lnciple and the desira ili ty 
t 4at the family shot'..lu _10t · e divid .... d , ancl to the 
fact that the youngest child is baby nnd tl t 
Aiss D. .., 1d the r0spcnd ..,.,_ '· ar0 n t. y et in a position 
to marr~· . The ndva.11tage of a very yomi.g c ,ild b •ing 
with its r.2.otl ,r io ~ 10s~ ini,orta t consideration in 
considering the welfare of the child . The fa.et th·\·-
the c i 1.d. ha~ '1, • ·•roll lco:1.~d a ·tar y the r esponde L 
u.nd Miss D for a period ::an.not by itself outwe gh 
the factors to ·,hich I iave ferred in a case 
v111ere there was no finding and could be o fi. dine 
on t 10 ev:l.d0n.c • t 1mt tl _ t 1 r wa u , it to look 
after her childre . • 11 
In these cases the various porsonol prejudices oft' c 
individual judges , it is submitted, are obv ous , and i sucli 
sit ·a.tions there is a possibility of in,justic s occurring . 
What r. ay be II est for t 10 child" for one Judge ria: no , be -
"best for the child" for another judge, because of these 
personal prejudices. The personal prejudices of a ju ge als 
ariso in the field of ma:Lntenance it ms been sugr;ested by · 
Association . The most common example here is the dif 'ic ,u.y 
encow1tered in arguing proceedings for a var· ation. of a 
mai 1tonance order on the grot 1ds t at the chai .. ged c:i.rc, r;t ces 
of the applicant justify a variation if the applicant husband 
is L. !:lrrears ::i.th the maintcn co . there ay be good reu'"'o s 
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for the husband being in arrears, yet the Court will so eti es 
take no account of the reasons. The Secretary a: the 
Christchurch Branch of the Association commenting on a 
comparison of custody cases stated "A few of these cases 
are particularly notable for legal justice being much 
different fro., moral or natural justice - or even reasonably 
measured against contemporary 'public opionon'"· 
Without entering i to a jurisprude tial discussion of' the 
terms "legal justice"," oral 0 rud "natural justice", it should 
be noted again in that justice in custody proceedings depends 
on the facts of each case. This is ot a rule of law to be 
applied by the judges in corlling to a decision because "~ hat 
the Court has to do is deal with the lives of human beings 
and tre se cru not be regulated by for ula."(40) 
Replying to the above contentions of the Associatio ' it 
is submitted that the injustices that may occur (if any) re 
the result of these personal prejudices, and not because 
moral or natural justice is any different from legal justice. 
With regard to "contemporary public opi ion" it is impossible 
to find. o doubt the opinions of the Association will be very 
different from those of the "reasonable man", because oft . 
Association's ovm prejudices toISrds the system they ~xe 
attempting to have reformed. 
(40) Per Meearry J In Re F LT96,27 2 Ch 238 at 21¾-1 
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Aphorisms 
However, the individual judges• personal prejudices 
(if any) are usually only present when morality of a spouse 
is in issue as mentioned above. I n approaching most cases 
parental morality is not relevant, and the Courts have felt 
the appeal of principles or aphorisms for general guideance.< 4l) 
Insofar as they guide the Court they are legal principles but 
they are not to be regarded as principles of law or rules 
(42) 
of law. Apellate Courts have emphasised many times that t hey 
are only rules of common sense or rules of humanity, and t hoy 
need to be considered along with all t he other factors. 
-- All things being equal it is better for a young child 
to be with his mother< 43 )or it is better for an eight year 
all boy to be with his father •• 
"As a boy is growing up out of babyhood through boyhood 
into young manhood, it is is fat her's care he wants, 
a father's care and compan_onship over him and around 
him and about him. When he is just a baby and growlng 
out of t hat i nto boyhood, it is his m±her that 
matters most. As time goes on it is his father 
that matters ore." (44) 
(41) For a full review of t hese principles see Toos e ~atso. 
and Benjafield Australian D:ivorcr Law and Practi~ pa":'a-
graphs /_'i22/ to 27497 Also I nglis Family Law SU"f>.!'3 P....~co 
496 et seq. 
(42) See Palmer v Palmer /_T96J] rnLR 702 (CA) In Re B f.T9-27 
1 WLR 550 (CA), I:i Re L. 1962 /T96§1WLR 8'?~ (•..,A ,· · .... 
(43) mn Re T h 0r!1S0n 1911) .20 ZLR lb8 I n Re /_l JhQ7 GL 37 
orton v Norton /_T )5Y 'IZLR 678 Miller Low {f9527 
ZLR 575 (cA). - -
(44) Per CallanzJ; i M v M LT9417GLR 396t397. Also see Re c (A) 
an I nfant 197q-1A1I ER 3~9 (CA) 
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Confusion seems to exist amongst the judiciary in this 
area of the law as stress on aphorisms or principles has 
rari8d from insistence depreciation and even denial. For 
ex·m le, Roxburg1 J In Re S <45 >said "the prima facia rule 
(ffhich is no1 quite clearly settled) is that other thing 
being equal. children of tender age (under five) should be 
with their mother" ••• Yet in Re B <4G) the Court of Appeal disapp--
roved of this as a principle of law but not as a principle of 
commonsense. Lord Evershed MR stated that he did not "believe 
that in these cases there is any such thing as a rule". More 
recently in H v H & C <47 > Salmon LJ said"this is not a 
proposition of l w (but) from the view of commonsense and 
ordinary humanity. all things being equal the best place for 
any small child is with its mother". 
Also as another example one questions the English Court of 
Appeal's adoption of one of the above aphorisms as a general 
principle when awarding custody of an eight year old boy to 
his father in v W & C <48 >. Yet 18 months later a differently 
constituted Court of Appeal rejected such a proposition as a 
rule of law <41 > in Re C.A. 
(45) ~T95f (46) 196 
(47) T96:2f 
(48) LT96.§Z 
<49> Zl97:Q7 
1WLR 391 at 391 
lWLR 550 
1WLR 208 at 209 
1 IILR 1310 
lWLR 288 
r 
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Whether the Courts use aphorisms or cornmonsense though, 
th:,y s ould be used carefully since as Barwick W said 
~,icen.:, .·, "aphorisms are as like to islead as ass1st"(50). 
In ew Zealand our own Court of Appeal is equally guilty 
~f elevating aphorisms to rules of law. In Palmer v Palmer (5l) 
for example, Cleary J <52 ) said in his judgement: 
"I am pre.Jared to accept the principle as a g neral 
rule but by no means invariable rule that young 
children, including young male children,are better 
i n the care of their mother, and I accept also that 
good and sound reasons affecting the elfare of the 
i nfant s hould be shown before the principle is 
departed from where no grounds of unfitness can 
be advanced against the mother or the home provided 
by her. The question is whether there are such 
grounds in the present case". 
In the same case Greason P (53)in his judgment said: 
"The principle that the custody of an infant of 
tender years should normally be given to the mother 
may of course be displaced but a good deal is 
required to arrant departure from the commonsense 
of the proposition that as awfeneral rule young 
children will be better offth their mother than 
with their father - if they cannot five both. 11 
The underlining emphasis is mine, and on its face does 
suggest that there is some justification in the Association's 
complaint that a mother's right to custody is a foregone 
conclusion. 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
Kotis v Kotis (1970) 
/t9617 lZLR 702 
at page 72L~ 
at page 714 
1+5 ALJR 62 at 64 
r 
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Yet the Courts do realise that such aphorisms are not 
to l'Je regarded as rules of law. Greason P before stating 
tl· e Jirinciple passage quoted above, said of the principle, 
11 i ~ does not amount to a rule or presumption of law"< 54) 
A -Ln forth P in R v D speaking of the mother principle said it 
"is a very vital one ••• but at the same time, one has to 
re ember this, that it is ot a right ·n lai - the law has 
never recog ised the •mother principle' as having the status 
of a rule of law. It is a factor of importance which varies 
from case to case." Having added the caution above though 
the Court thon falls into the trap it is submitted, because 
it then elevates the "welf re concept" to a rule of law. 
"I think like the President, that it is impossible 
to contend that, when other things are ual, the 
elfare of the children is best served by placing 
them with a mother who has broken up the family home 
to live in adultery for her own selfish purposes. 
I do not say this ith the slightest thought that 
the consequences of her conduct should be visitedt 
upon her as a matter of justice." (55) 
Perhaps a good deal of the Association's criticism :Js 
J.'.evf"ei here against the judgements as written. In nearly every 
custody case that one ~sable to read reported or unreported, 
the judge invariably reviews the law. In doing so the mother 
concept will early always be referred to some where in the 
judgment and an authority cited for it, even when the custody 
dispute is between relative and the natural parents.(56) 
(54) at Page 714 
(55) Per Turner J at 955 
(56) See J v C LT97Q7 AC 668 also In E!L12 Ll97l7 lZLR 737 
r 
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I n a ddition, it would appear that some judges appear to 
JL~J eo too much iTeight on aphorisms by discussing them in 
ll0p t h and not the facts on 1hich their decision is based. 
An example here is Griffiths v Griffiths <57 >, where White J 
spends in his judgment, approximately four pages reviewi g 
the law and principles on what a decision should be based, in 
a six page judgement. Some of Lhe judiciary seem to be aware 
of the dangers of pl a cing too uch reliance on aphorisms. 
For example Sir tichael 1yers , .. J in ~ v .Rill LT94J.7 ZLR 952 
expressly rejec t ed t he so called principle that the mother, 
unless quite unfit, should have the custody of a male child 
until 11 or 12 years old , and said t hat if there were such a 
rule then great i nconveniences and much misery could result. 
The ap~orisms seem to be seen by the Courts in different 
degrees of i mportance, the most obvious being the"mother 
principle" <5Pi ) discussed above. Iowever, an aphorism that 
has been considered by the Courts in more recent years is 
"what are the probabilities of the child being corrupted by 
the moral weakness of the parent, or the child being subject to 
immoral surroundings?" In such a case, the mother principle 
"should not be elevated when the mother has caused a breakup 
in the matrimonial home"< 59 ) But conduct is relevant "inslar 
as lt shows character t dencies rel vant to the welfare of the 
children what she has done is part of the stuff of the case 
upon which it ust be dectded." (60) 
(57) In Re D c197l/ TZLR 737 unreported decision June 3, 1971 
(58) 1orton v Morton 91911) 31 ZLR 77 
(59) Per Greason Pin Palmer v Palmer Supra at 712 
(60) Per Turner Jin E v £ Supra at 954 
,. 
r 
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he ost rece t example in Ne Zealand is that of R v D - -
Supt•a and Australia D v D Supra (both dd.scusaed ante in - -
·e"L t ion to personal pr judices of the judicary.) 
"Just as a custody application is family matter, 
t is a dispute involving comparisons. Ineviatably 
it resolves itself into co paring one prospective 
home with the other, one parent's attitude nd 
character, facilities and so on, with those of the 
other; ad ell custody matters resolve themselves 
in some degree into this kind of comparison" (61) 
Expert Evide ce 
In both reported and unreported cases there now seems 
to be an emerging realisation that the place of the aphorisms 
can best be taken by reception of and reliance on expert 
guidance. The evidence of medical experts where the child is 
not suffering any 0 physical neurological or psycological 
malady or condition11 1ac been stated by Lord Upjohn to b~ ,, 
"valuable if accepted" but only as an clemont to support the 
general knowledge nd expor·ence of the judge." (62) Also 
the judges arc reluctant to accept evidence from an expert if 
the expert states the obv·ous. 110ne does not need the 
te~ti ony of the psychiatrists to know that cWoung child is 
happier ad botter with its own natur 1 mother of 24 or 
thereabouts than with its randmother of 54" <63 ) The last 
phra e would be likely to be criticised heavily by a parent 
i o had lost c stody of his child. Ie might argue th t the 
expert~ ovide ~ oh 1ld or s1ould ot be followed by the judge. 
(61) Per Turner J at 954 ( R v D Sur) 
(62) J v c /}9'707 Ac 668 at-726-
(63) 15 r ~ressoii P i n Palmer v Palmer Su;era at 715 
r 
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Against th..ts it as been suggested by Begg J that " the 
e~idence of a~ychiatrint usually has little place in a 
:;cwt.- sted custody appl catio " ( 64 ). 'his is be cause while 
p,sychia.triats "are persons of the hig 1est lnt0 r · ty' ••• "if 
tl:ey are instruc·;ed on ' ehalf of one )arty thc::r views are 
bound to be coloured to smne oxte 1t by t;hat party's vie rs . 
Further, if they are ordinary human beings as I hope and 
believe they are, they can hardly help having some fair:t desire 
that t eir side should win just because it is their side . . . 
y suggestio~ is .si ply directed to ensuring the psychiatrists 
who give evidence · n vardshl p cacec chould receive unbiased 
'65) instructions.n 
A further caut.:.on 1as added ~!1 Ro C (L) an Infant f_T96~ 
2QB l-1-1~9 by Pearson (G6 )when he said : "there is so e risk 
in the de.::ision in c, of':ls of this Y..i 1d, being possi ly taken out 
of the hands of' t e t=O ,rt: and pl!.t ··nto the hand .. - of the medical 
profession, which of course is not right, because it is meant 
to be the Courts that decide these questions . " The expert 
wi ;;rieso in Re C (1'1A) /..T9fill.7 1 AllEr 83 was criticised because 
he did 1ot 11 seek to intervigw the wife or father and see 
hether they or either of th fulfilled these qualifications , 
and thought it enou~h to corn:: e 1d the adoptors , who were the 
person employed by him. This looks 1·ke a case of letting 
advocacy creep into expert evidence" (G?) 
(61~) ~yn§h v Ly:ich i T2667 4WN(pt l) 
(65) e (in£ants) ~T9 'Jl AllER 202 
(66) At pages 46, - 470 
(67) Per Harr~son LJ at 860 
"~ 315 at 316 
at 209 Cross J 
r 
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·~1gmore (68 ) tells n that originally the experts testimony 
ot ·S evi ence presented to the jury, bu~ as 
w.s rursa:r.de 
an ixir 12011. ht by tl e court. Yet as illustrated wove this has 
nc-t become; th ·,s :i.n .oder ::;rials, \ alsh J stated: "As 
to the evidence of tie accade1tcally qualified n brief revie1 
rill suffic~, bee·. we I cannot re-::ard thls as of much 
assistance ••• 
(t10 w:ttnesses) are all learned and intell:ig,nt 
men, and I ha, ,c do bt that they give their evidence honestly 
although affected. L gr .ater or lesser degree by the kind of 
unconcious bias .!dch io a well nown characteristic of 
expert evidc co.u (G9 ) 
The prejudices of expert witnesses vere observed by the 
Palmer v Palmer Supra. --- Greason Pat page 709 Court of Appe 1 i 
commenting o ev:_dc 1 ;;;; g· v ~n by Dr . ourne said .•• 1tbut he 
regartl .l,1 rs Palmer 3"'n ·_or as t' e t .at.ural mother ' in some 
, othe· sunstl t te or 1othe::- 1'; &1re ea · city. That .:.n my 
respectful opinion was mere sophistry. 11 And on Page 714 he said 
"The mother appears to be of · gentle d.:.sposition . Dr Bourne, 
who examined er on behalf of tie father, conceeded v,lth some 
relQctance that tbat as the case tho gh e preferred to 
designate her as u •timid hysteric' - whatever that may mean ." 
In spite of these criticisms it has been said that expert 
evidence should be applied more than it has to test "the 
,. 
r 
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general knorla:ge and experience of t~e judge and the proposition 
of commonsense on which he relies.(?O) This does not infer 
their propos"tions would fail the test, as the expert in Re C 
LT96,§i'1WLR 646 suggests that they m:lght pass with honour • 
It should be noted though that so e pr·nciples once regarded 
as being commonsense are no accepted as being erroneous. For 
example • the view taken by Eve J in Re Thain /_T 92§.7 Ch 61 6 ( 71 ) 
that the effects of partings were mercifully transcient is no 
longer accepted. Medical opinion stresses the possible risks 
in transferring young children from the care of one person to 
another. especially those children aged between 6 months and 
3 years.< 72 > Evidence in Palmer v Palmer Supra was introduced 
to this effect by Dr Bourne and Dr McLaughlin (See judgement 
forth J at Page 719). Professor .K. Bevan noting the increased 
reliance on medical evidence in contested proceedings said. 
ttpreviously, ·hen the Courts had to consider removing a child 
from a foster parent or prospective ndoptor and returning him 
to the natural parent they seem to have assumed that a very 
young child was not likely to suffer serious har if the 
atural pa~ont was capable of brin0 ing hi up and was anxious 
to do so; and as for the older child they tended to accept t e 
view of Eve J i n Re Thain Supra". No 11 it is r cor;n · sed th .., t o 
adverse effects of mot ·onal distrb ce may r ge fro the 
trival to the disastr .us dfpo ding on the original child . 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
" See Custody a d the Expert a tnoss" LT97J} 45 AL 53 
at 684 c.f. J v C Supra at 715 
See M1chaelsnThe-Da.n ers of a change in parentage in custody 
and adoption cases" 1967) 83 LQR 547 
,. 
r 
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Aggrieved husbands who have lost custody of the children 
to their wife have argued that becaus of the "coloured 
evidence" given by the expert, if there was one in the 
proceedings, they had not received a fair hearing. I doubt 
if there is any merit in this claim as the husband has the 
right of cross examination when coloured evidence is usually 
revealed. {See Gresson P's comments in Palmer v Palmer discussed 
ante). The judiciary ·s also quick to note if the witness is 
usurping their function and drawing the conclusions.<
73 ) 
"It is not competent in any action for witnesses to express 
their opinion upo,1 any of the issues. hether law or fact 
which the Court or a jury has to determine."<
74) 
Another objection w-lth evidence by experts is that 
as such evidence often stems from instructions which are in 
and 
the nature of hearsay.4,hic are based o premises supplied 
to the expert, there is a danger that if these premises are 
incorrect then also the experts hypothesis may be inarrect. 
The doctor may not be in a position to detect these incorrect 
premises from the child's background d hence give a false 
hypothesis. While there is obviously some merit in this 
criticism and the Courts have sometimes criticised recept .o 
of such evidence unless it is adduced on the jo:irt inGtruct·o 
of both parties(?5)it sees to be generally accepted th t 
(73) Pearson LJ adverted to the danger of allowl g t 
profesoion to usurp tne functions of the judici 
connection - Re C (L) /T96272QB 449 at 469-470. 
(74) Per Neville J 'n Josepn Crossfield Ltd v Techno Chemtcal 
Laboratories Ltd 11J13) 29 TLR 378 at 379-------------
(75)1:t;nch v Lynch (196b) 8 FLR 433 
,. 
r 
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psychoanalytic theory ad experience ea provide some gu·delines 
for the law. This is the view of may psychiatrists. (7G) 
To conclude in t is area, it is best summed up by Parker L~J 
in a recent unreported case, he he said: "When you are 
dealing with children, ju ie~ and ju0tices need all the elp 
they can get, so with respect do the judges". ( 77) 
1'1ore often th ot the one or two injustices that may 
occur are because the aphoris sand rules of commonsense have 
been elevated to matters of law. There does not seem to be 
any decision thich has been criticined ·hich stems from 
evidence given by an expert, though a eneral criticism has 
been levied agai st experts by the Association. On reading 
the Association's pamphlets 1 ost of their grievances seem to 
be in the area of ti1e ti f e' s ma trimoni 1 wrongs or rno .ali ty. 
The argument usually p,,.oceeds on the basis that "she committed 
adultery and this was found as a fact by the Court yet she 
got custody of our children. Furthermore the judge accepted 
that r. the husband, 11as innocent of any matrimonial offence 
or ITOng." A typical example is the "Tm Unute Domestic 
study" on ·c..go • 
The aggrieved party i.n these case h:istor'es usually 
seems to think that the fact his ·re committed adultery s:.iculd 
per se deprive her of custody. Yet the Court as me tio d 
before, must consider all the circumsta ces of the case, 1 
(76) See Custody and Psychiatry: TheRolo of the Psychiatric Expert" 
Vol 45 (1971) ALJ 93 et seq. 
(77) Referred to by Finla· (1971) 45AL 53 
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the factors le d:L1g up to the adultery or immoral conduct. 
Admittedl.,r there are many cases where the party guilty of 
immoral co duct has got custody•(?B) because the Court has 
felt; that the child's inter sts 'Tould b best served. fot 
as the Association conte1 ds because o" Judicinl bias ·.n 
favour of all 1: ves. Obviou lu , ·· f the mot 1er is CO I 01 
prostitute s 10 ould bo disqua1·· f"' cd .. rom hnvi g custody< 79 ) 
or if s 1e openly in front of the child ·.ndulged in immoral 
conduct(Bo). The ssociat·on co tendn that "fault"should 
be a criteria co1sidered in custody disputes. "It is c callous 
denial of the elementary ri.ght to deny cuotody of children 
to a parent who hs.s ot · 1· fringed t'1 matri onial code a d who 
could care for the chil --en· 1 a reasonable manne , on the 
ground that, in some bod 's opi 1io th oth r arent <, ul d look 
after them better . It ust become an est blished principle of 
any just 1~, t1at the ) rent fou gu:tl ty of, o roven 
evidence, conduct just··.fy Lng dissolutj_on of the arriage, 
shall not be , ·vc custody Jn prefere· ce to the other parent, 
unless it can be shovm that that arent is ot a fit a d 
proper 1->c~"co. to have custody of t .c children." ( 1 ) 
(78) Allen v Alle~ LT9487 2 AllF.R 413 
( '/9) 'l'rtomps011 V ·.rn.Orupson supra 
(bt) Albrec t v Albreclt /T96 7 10 FLR 125 uaile v fat le LT~6~7 
.h'.' 2 -
(81) Association's mLbmission to Standi g Committee (\J;cto ia) 
on Divorce La'I Reform E quiry Page 3, elated 12 y 1972 . 
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In reply to the AsDociation's above views, it should be 
noted the object of custody proceedings is ot to punish a 
spouse who 1as been uilty of a .atrimonial wron , but the 
ob;ject is the Felfa.re of the ~hildren. 
Access 
A large degroe of the Associ tion•s co plaints are 
directed at father's access rir,hts to their children after 
the other has been warded custody. T1ere is not any 
criticism of the no molestation prov'.sions (BZ) or the 
conse uences of breaching an order< 83 ) thou h they are noted 
in one or two of the:Lr publication as ossible evil. Their 
criticism is of mother•s delile atclv akin~ the children 
"not available" when t e father's tur for ac~ess arrives. 
This criticis1 sees out of propo:-:tion be.,a.use most snparated 
parents intervie11ed seen to co-ie to o itabla agreements c .onest 
themselves even thou h each parent may ave some in er 
resentment about it . 
Yet time and again the pnbl:i_cations refer to access being 
denied as illustrated on pages 7 c a 8, es thou~h it is as 
common RR he mother being awarded custody. There are the 
provtsions in the Do .. estic Proceedi s Rules for a \•arrant to 
issue to Enforce Access Orderc· CB4\1s ell. However, i 1 pr··.ct·· ne 
they seem to be very seldom used. 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
Sectio 22 
Section 23 
Aeeee - ~e .. 
ules . 
D oEtLc roceodi cs Act 196 
Domestic Proceed..ings Act 1968 
-·· ~ - - -f'.)!' ... ;;-· ~ DP 40 D,:>mostic Proceedings 
• 
., 
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r Mathews the present Christchurch Secretary of the 
Ar:w:)c.i tio contends these provisions are not suitable and 
c rra t is there only as "dndow-dressing" in the 
l!)t;i l tio • fo sa.id"I have ever yet been able to obtain 
ne b u o t e normal legal processes. Very few parents/ 
•a.rdians a·e ordered an Entitlement to Access for more than 
a fortnight., at one time. 
"h'(;.-011e--4-l:-J&-I.f it takes over a mo th to obtain a 
hearing for .... DP 40 - what purpose is ~rved? The holiday or 
access periods are over." 
He then related his present problem to that with the 
access provisions. "In Aarch 1969 a .Magistrate ordered both 
children vere to spend r1eeks of each school oliday with me . 
This has been ordered two or tree times since. Yet during 
only one school holiday period has access been properly 
complied with - because my Application for Custody was about 
to be heard ." 
Mr Ha.them• problem in my opinion it is contended i the 
exception rather than the rule. It does show however, a 
fault in the Court system if one must ait a month for 
hearing . In this field perhaps the delay could be reduced if 
the po 11er was able to be delegated to the Registrar or e· -y 
Registrar of the Court to make access orders. If this were done 
then the measures in the Act could not be said to be 
"tindo 'I dressing". 
• 
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Usin the "fault co1cept" above , the Association is 
~tl"'·o critical of the aintenance provisions as they stand at 
·"resent. P phlet o 5/21769 states " ie are deeply interested 
in ustice for i nocent mmen , and they fortunately have the 
rotection of tlus Act. ut hat of the innocent men?" A 
criticism of the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 then folloMs : -
" · · · Part 4 Maintenance Although the Act stresses 
the same '6enefits to Husbands, we do not know of 
one case where a tife has been ordered to maintain 
or split assets in favour of her husband • •• 
General Sub Section 81. Should the marriage be 
dissolved, the maintenance payments will carry on 
regard.less . 
S. S. 82 A wife either mentally defective or in a 
Psychiatric Hospital, snall co_ tinue to receive 
aintenance trough er appointed Agent or Public 
Trustee 
S . S. J A rife can at any ti..e apply to the Court 
or a variation of m· intena..~ce, by discharge, 
uspension or extension . In all the cases we lmo 
of, t e wife '1as sort additio al moneys. This 
padding of the Act by granting the power to discharge 
or suspend is almost a omalous. 
s.s . 101 Did you know t e Coi.ll't can order a charge on 
any real or personal property of yours? 'hich mean 
any property, land, a.r 1 furniture, clothes etc ., in 
fact anythi g you ovm can be take and sold up and 
paid to your wife. 
S. S . 102 Did you know that a 'charging order' can even 
e a e out against your life · ns trance policies? 
s .s. 10¼ Did you k.no~ the Public Trust will be 
appoi ted (if you are in prison or 'disappear•) and 
any moneys due to you such as i heritance, rents, 
di vide11L s, Jar Pensions t etc, will be paid to your 
wife ••••• 0 
Before co nenti g further on these statements, the 
provisions of the Act listed above are extreme provisio s . 
They are designed, it is subnitted, to catch the husband 
u willing to pay maintenance regardless of the legal consequences~ 
• 
• 
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in th same way as the attachment order. From enquiries I have 
co 'tcluctod at the Courts I have been unable to find that they 
.hcJ.V been used, lith the exception of the variation proceed-
:l.n s. The Association it is sub 't.;ed, has blown these 
p1•ovisions out of all proportion in their use in an endeavour 
to add colour to their cause. 
Similarly the following statement of the Association's 
it is submitted, is rithout foundat·on . . . 
"Most en who pass through these Courts are appalled 
by the scandalous treatme t they receive . In the 
Mainte ance Courts they are told to be silent. Their 
attem ts at statements of defence or explanation, 
and their alleg tions a~ainst their wives are cut 
short and brushed aside by the Ma istrates, or 
supresscd by their owa lawyer . Tie .1.agi.strates 
preten to believe the unlikliest statements by 
the wives . They tolerate their 'lful and deliberate 
lies and excuse t em. They allow the most far reach-
ing cross ex ·· nations of the huo ands and the 
deepest delvi g i1to their affairs, and they protect 
the wi veo from even mild quost:ioning w ich could 
expose them . They are completely biased , and they 
make orders 01 the fli siest co plaints ••• 
"The ;judges and magistrates are not restrained by 
any considerations of public opinio because the 
public · re _ ot allowed to k1101 the details of the 
indiv dual cases and the general standard of decision 
ade. Be 'nd their veil of secrecy , the Courts are 
completely biased . 0 
"Wo do ot 
courts have 
in justice . 
for the law 
ant any more secret co rts ••• the secret 
already underuined justice and the belief 
They are e couragi g rldespread disrespect ,, 
••• 
Deali g ith the r·rst portion of the above statement, I 
have not found c.. y cases w eh ould support the husband 's 
contention that they have been u fairly treated by the judges 
and not given a fair hearing. If such cases exist they can 
al Jays be successfully appealed against . such as in 
• 
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Black v Blac LT95!i fZLR ?2}. The only maintenance provision 
hich ee s to be difficult for husbands sometimes to ariue 
suc:c) r lly is roceedings for a variation of the maintenance 
o~c r, be ause of c ange in circumstances. This is common 
if th hus nd is in arrears when e applies for the variation 
(See for ex ple, cases 7 ad 9 Bulletin of Association April 
1972). A few casos tat seem d fficult for husbands to 
successfully ar e are that t1ere an been a change of 
circumstances w1e the wife begi a in p t-time employment, 
or as an i1come ro a~ot er source (Soe Cane 9 above). If 
a husband inte 1tionall.r c 1anges pos · t i.ons and gets a reduction 
in his income, ho ea .ot claim that there has been a change in 
circumstances justifying var at:i.0-1. Yet if a wife begins a 
part-time nosition (B5)ancl. earns a sr:mll wage, works full time 
leaving her o ier to look after t' e c 1ildre , or puts hor 
c ildre in e daJ 1ursery, or take ~ -i.n a bo rder ( 86 ) , as soon 
as the us )a. d files proceedings claiming there has been a 
chanre J. c:rcum tanc 0 s the w-1 e ce ses e .. b i ess acti.vity, 
and the husba'!'l s -e o ave little or . o s· ccess. ith 
respoc., t t .c Cour' s :i_t ·.s subr.tltte. that here the Courts do 
not ,_r1y s ·cie t at:.e tio!l to ... he orcs 5 "may ave rer;ard to 
a y i~crease or decrease in tie c,r ing ea c1ty of the ~ife 
or · n the mca ... s of t e · fc" i 1 Sectio 47( 6) of the Domestic 
Proceedings Act. 
(85) Cooner v Cooner unreported M.C . Decision arch 1972 Wellington 
(86) Groube v Groube unreported Lower Hui;t September 1972 
Patterson S. 1. D.P. 563/72 
• 
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A few cases in this area seem to bo 1 correctly decided against 
the husband. The Courts should adopt the same objoctive test 
as they do for husbands. 
As regards the Association's claim that such cases should 
not be heard i camera to prevent unfair decisions. It is 
submitted that these contentions are without foundation. The 
purpose of the camera hearings io to revent the "d:ilty linen" 
of people's lives being aired in public . If the facts and 
decisions were reported publicly people in the family courts 
would not be as open·or truthful as they would otherwise be, 
for fear of the public at large and their friends finding out. 
This would also make the Courts posit:i!Jl considerable more 
difficult to administer the law. 
The Association in its pamphlets has argued that a set 
scale of mainten ;- ce allowa ces should be specified by 
legislation to prevent apparent differences in the amount 
of maintenance awarded by the Courts between different cases. 
To do this it is suggested would be equally unjust since the 
needs of children will v ry from family to f13.mily and city 
to city. For example, to live in \ellington is more expensive 
than living in Dunedin. It is also reported that gLd.s a~€ 
more expensive to cloth than boys, and such like. Also 1:hc 
standard one family may be accustomed to will be diffurcnt 
from another family, usually depending on the father's ln:o e 
and position . For t1ese reasons a set scale of aintenance 
would be equally unjust. 
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Conclusion 
From the observations in the paper it would appear 
that there i~ little merit in the Association's contentions 
that the husbands i custod~, proceedings are subject to 
judicial bias or legislative bias. This is whether experts 
aroused to give evidence in the proceedings or not , when 
reliance is usually placed on aphorisms and the facts of 
the case. It is true that in the past some aphorisms 
were based on i ncorrect concepts such as that propounded in 
Re Thain (d scussed ante on page 32). Today the Courts have 
progressed a llttle way since the judgement of that case and 
of Romily MR in Austin v Austin ( 186.5) 55ER 634, when he said 
" tio thing and no erson and no combination 01 them , can, 
in my opin·on, with reeard to a child of tender years, supply 
the place of a . nt er, and the welfare of the child is so 
intimately co nected wtth its be.in& u der the care of the 
other, that no extent of kindness 01 the part of any person 
can supply t~at care. It is t10 1otorious observation of 
mankind that the loss of a mother is .irreparable to her 
c ildron and particularly so if young. If that be so, the 
circumstances ,ust )every strong indeed to induce this court 
to take a child from the guardianship and custody of her I otler. 
It is, izwoint of fact only done hwere 'it is essent~al to the 
welfare of the child ." (o?) 
(~7) At 636 - 637 
• 
To refer to B v ]1 ag in it :i_ cloar th Courtb today , 
will not hesitate to deprive a mother of custody if the 
circUJI1stances so r-equire. The reported cases in the law 
reports also provide unbiased case 1 storlea for study. It 
is orth not·.ng that of the ca8..,.3 reported which I felt could 
have been decided either way, they usually iere decided in the 
mother's favour. This occurred when all things were equal 
or the famlly comprised boys and girlf; Emd the Court was 
againot splitting the famtly. 
As mentioned before nore n:ported cases 1ere decided in 
the mother'o favour, and also u reported cases to which I 
managed to gain access. Also the ,,other priYl~iple is used as 
a basis for decision in most o t 8$8 cases, but this does 
not mean that the husband's are unfairly prejudiced. It 
means simply th·t in most cases, the motlier is inn better 
position to romote the velfare of the children or that the 
children•a best i1terests would be served by the mother aving 
custody. The. ssociation woul1 n doub, say that I am 
guilty of following in the Courts' foo": ,t.eps in view <:f. the 
last sentence, but my statemant is bauec not ·ust o ap oriSMti 
but reports of experts in tl1is field. ( 
88
) 
( 86) J. Bvwl by "Forty four Juvenile T 1ieves" ( 1946~ ' L1_liere 
Tridall and Cox London 
(1951) "1'1atrimonial Care and Child Health" 1.H.O. io ograph 
eries o 2 
R. ~. -Spitz and K. • Woolf 11Anailjt~c Depressions" 
"The Psychoanalytic Study cf the Child Volume 2" esp 
.. 
• 
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The Associatinn • s n.ll at· ons the... '. 1e m ther .li.11 
near ly always ·et cu tody because of legis1.at lve and 
judicial bias, seems therefor e to bo minfoundod in most cases . 
The only area of custody decisions that roeus uncertain is 
when an issue of parc!1.t .oralit · ris s L relatio to the 
eelfare of the ch:ildrei1 . U fortuna.tel , , there will then 
sometimes appear to ba in on~iste~cie• et een the judiciaries 
reasoning in such c ces bcc~usc Jf i dlvidual personal 
prejudices . 
hen reliance is r)lacod or. an expert ri tncss or witnesses• 
their presence is of assiatance r taor than a hi derance . Their 
evidence sometimes, for reusonr: expla' nd hofore, ust be 
received with scrutiny. 
There . c y b0 caoP.r.;; when t :1e e1rid "'nco gi V"'n by experts 
a party 
may seem un air to/s 1 c 11 a~ i P, lrncr v Pa.l e.:- Supra . Ho •1ever, 
with the right of cross cx<1m.:. a.tion a td ; judge a ... sesalng the 
weight to be placed on suc1 evidence, along ~ith o~her evidence, 
it is submitted i.:here .'.s no up.1)a en"; bias ,_ga·1 st husbands 
f r om decided cane c. Wi tl access problem ·,. a gain the Association, 
it is suggested, ha 0 blown tl.e situat.i.o!l out of proportL .. n. 
The vast majority of eepara ed p"'rents seem to have no r,rob·1 en; 
in this field, and are a.ble to come to ui table arrangome-,tg~ 
There is of course, the machinery provi.nio s i the DomtH:.i'.ic 
Proceedings ules to enforce access right, mentioned b':tf ro 
wnich could be "streamlined" by delegat·· on of power . 
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In the meintenance area thc:re would seem to be the odd 
caoe which seems to pen~11sc u~bands to a deg~ee~. As 
mentioned before, the Courts do not seem to give as much 
effect to potent.:..al earning ea._ acity of the wives as they 
should. 
The conclusion l,herefore, is that ·~he majority of th 
Association's allcc;.=i.tiona soem to be miafounded. Al<-·o the 
case histories cited by tie Associat~on do not perhaps 
mention all the r le!Ta11t facts. 


